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John Gordon

Kristen Waddell

sultant for area small businesses, concen

time, she an active member of various com

contributors

Casey Hilder
The Daily Helms-

man

Click’s managing 

snapshot of the storied dog trials of the 
Ames Plantation in Grand Junction, Ten

paper and magazines, Hilder brings to 

Madison Hill
A native of Auburn, Alabama, and senior 

Oxford’s upcoming art show highlighting 

writing has appeared in the Daily Missis-
sippian and East Alabama Living Magazine

John Hoffman
Photos from October’s people spot

photographer, Hoffman specializes 
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Rupert Yen

vertising, portrait, wedding, and fashion 
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Unparalleled Views
This stunning North Mississippi residence doubles as 

recreational haven for hunters
Story by KRISTEN WADDELL
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M
an old cotton shed, two small bodies of water and a herd of 

room, formal living room, den and a game room with its own 



at home
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als used on the home’s exterior are incom

incorporated outdoors, including Tennes

see Limestone from Murfreesboro, Tennes

selected as a complement to the existing 

are used throughout the house inside and 

er transform the walls into a panoramic 

frame, allowing the homeowners and their 

scenic views of rolling hills offer a peace 

landscaping was intended to enhance the 

The screens are invisible when recessed 

will never need painting or replacing and a 

tem with the highest seer rating allows for 

elements and materials reminiscent of the 

Jane, a retired lighting consultant from 

Graham’s Lighting, where she specialized 

customized windows allow more natural 

light to disseminate and subtle hints of 
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at home

additional storage and bonus 

seating transforms the room 

into a gathering space for en

The home’s living room, also 

a vaulted ceiling and a mason

restored from an old home and 

decor has a blend of eastern 

more formal room than the 

other living spaces and hous

which was added for aesthetic 

a perfect entertaining room. 

The game room boasts high vaulted ceilings, natural wood beams, high arched windows and 
unequalled views.
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at home

21

6 3

45

1. Exposed wood beams and 
natural stairs continue into an 
open loft upstairs. 2. A cypress 
barn and fenced horse pasture 
sit adjacent to the home. 3. 
Homeowners and guests relax 
under the covered porch year 
around. 4. A hand carved fence 
post adds another unique detail 
to the property.  5.The master 
bedroom is a perfect escape at 
the end of the day. 6. The upstairs 
balcony provides a casual 
space overlooking the property.
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in Rochester, Minnesota from the late 

room added depth for Cliff’s game tro

ral wood beams, high arched windows 

will draw guests in for hours of enter

game room has a foldout sofa, its own 

full bathroom and a loft for private 

The downstairs master bedroom is 

tioned in the master bedroom for ambi

ance and added comfort in the winter 

corporated that area’s natural element 

overhang on either side of the barn pro

vides shading for the horses and stor

showplace barn includes plumbing, a 

bathroom, seven stalls, a birthing stall, a 

to their home and the convenience of 

The Hunters built their home for sus

from the hustle and bustle, Hunter’s 

at home
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